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OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO!
Welcome freshmen, gather round. Let me take a moment to illuminate on
your near future here at the most honorable and principled University in the La
Mesa/College Area area. Many a fine, young freshman come to this campus every
year with bright eyes gleaming of future ambitions, which in my opinion, is quite
adorable indeed. Success, camaraderie, and binge drinking are on the mind as a
game of grabass breaks out right when the parents leave after the strenuous day of
move-in. College has arrived, my friends. As you walk to your first class, while
you’re taking off the training wheels of your education thus far, please know that
here, at the amazing San Diego State University campus, many a great person has
been produced. Real estate agents, plumbers, and bums alike have graduated from
this pristine college campus you are now defacing with your feet. Women have
grown up to become drop-outs, bartenders, and rape victims even before they graduate! The possibilities are endless here in college...whether it be a Thursday night
when you visually learn what the Eiffel Tower is or when the drunk beezy pukes all
over you at Trujillos at eight P.M. on a Tuesday, or even when the slip-n-slide gets
busted out in the dorm hallways at four in the morning. Oh, the places you’ll go!
Now, on a heavier note, shit goes down a certain way your freshman year,
and as a third year, I’m quite well-versed on how shit goes down. Your R.A. will
indeed write you up the first week of school, whether you sleep with her or not. The
Grill will give you food poisoning, no matter if you stick to the same meal for the
next one hundred and twenty-six days til your meal plan expires or you try everything on the menu. It is bound to happen. Other occurences include: trying to sneak
into frat parties without pledging, paying for friends by pledging, fucking, fucking
pledges, fucking and not remembering, not remembering in general, alcohol poisoning, oversleeping, burritos, and facebook. You will be amazed how quickly you
learn to never stack the cups while playing beer pong, always wear shower shoes,
and to dump your high school sweetheart since that shit’s retarded. The number of
condoms in your backpack will triple as well as the number of times you get laid
per day, although trips to Student Health Services will go up as a result. Welcome to
STDSU. The decision to drink or to study will become a daily battle that gets harder
by the hour as you progress through college and soon you will learn to do both
simultaneously. You will also most probably find at least six people on your floor to
be borderline attractive and will most definately fuck at least three of them before
the semester is through. Congratulations on that.
Now, I do not want to make it seem that San Diego State only has substances and sex to offer. No, the DEA and the LGBTSU already made sure that

there is no more of just that. There are boring moments at State to counter the
fun times too, it’s just that usually you have to fit the boring moments in between
classes or Sunday from noon-four. When it comes to classes, you might learn a
little from some of them, even be able to recall the generalities of a few of them
a year down the road. These things happen, although rare. There are phrases that
need to be stricken from your vocabulary due to this fact. For example, the question
“What’s your major?” is futile, annoying, and on the same level as asking about astrology signs. Do not get into the habit of repeating this phrase over and over again,
since I assure you we all have a bullshit major that won’t get us anywhere. Also, Ed
Hardy shirts are gay. Period.
I would like to conclude this welcome wagon with advice and acknowledgment to essential survival skills:
1) YOU CAN SMOKE IN YOUR DORM ROOM, just make
friends with a toilet paper roll, a dryer sheet, and a rubber band. Have a fan on and
exhale out through the window. (If you live in Cuic, this does not apply since you
can already smoke freely, you privileged bastards).
2) When playing beer pong in your room, ALWAYS USE THE
PEEPHOLE BEFORE EXITING to avoid a sudden R.A. collision. If you’re planning on putting a poster on the door, make sure a hole is cut to maintain hallway
visibility. The easiest way to not get in trouble all year is to know when the R.A. is
checking the floor, although sexual favors are still encouraged.
3) Last but not least, if you are planning on using your fake I.D. to
buy booze, GO TO CVS. They are the most lenient most of the time, unless you end
up at the front with that Indian lady. She sucks. Everywhere else around campus
will not accept a fake unless it’s fucking l-e-g-i-t-i-m-a-t-e. You have been warned.
Following these tips will get you far in college, hopefully. Pretty soon, you
little tykes will know how to construct a beer pong table with nothing but broken
shelves and screens. You will be able to create a smoking device out of any three
random objects in the room. We at the Koala believe in you since obviously your
parents didn’t by sending you here instead of a UC. But UCs suck anyway...too
many Asians and not enough drunken, incompetent assholes puking on things. Because, honestly, the whole point of college is to see how much illegal, retarded shit
you can do in public before you get arrested. Have fun finding the proverbial fine
line in the ground, since I haven’t seemed to find it yet.
-Editor of the motherfucking Koala (OMG, the editor’s totally like a girl now!)

believe it or fuck the
fuck off: midget sperm is half the
size as real sperm and tastes like cotton candy.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
“Dear Witless Staff,
This vile, putrescent filth you spew into the hands of eager greeks and other low grade morons
effectively encapsulates the collective conscience of the lowest tier of this university and does
quite a fine job of littering their otherwise illiterate minds with text of equal substance to a
whorority councils opinions on flavored spermicide or discourse between fraternal ass spelunkers regarding to necessity of neon shirts vs. rufanol. The very people you ridicule are not only
your only reading audience, but secretly who you all aspire to be, only with feigned edginess,
limp-wristed writing and a hipster image. The stain that the offal and effluvia of your existence
leaves on this earth should shame the poor bastards who sired your strain of ignoble blood and
stimulate discussion nationwide about post delivery abortion. I wish aneurysms on you all.
MG”
Dear Pretentious Twatwaffle,
Your pathetic excuse of an insult to this paper makes me concerned for nay-sayers all over the
San Diego State area. Your loquacious descriptions of the staff is quite accurate and we applaud
you for being the first one to notice. You get a gold star to put on your chart as well as a thumbs
up. Unfortunately, your weak references to how we are in any way affiliated with frat fags,
makes your submission a superfluous, cunt-fueled, peace of shit personal to read. Instead, we
decided to save space on the Personals page and gave you your undeserved two seconds of fame
on our second page. You’re getting places in life already, you’re in a newspaper. On another
note, we at the Koala want to bestow upon you the Terminology of the Year award for the proper
usage of effluvia, although the only effluvia in this publication is the exhalation of resin hits
from our bong; sadly, the word offal goes against our religion, and yes, post-delivery abortion
should always still be considered. With that, I bid you g’day.
-ed.

WITLESS STAFF BOX
FLAVORED SPERMICIDE
KristyEZBake
PUTRESCENT FILTH
RyanH, AlexG, Luc, Parker, DannyW, Daren
FRATERNAL ASS SPELUNKERS
EricO, Ballzach, Chris, Mary O, Huckabee
IGNOBLE BLOOD
BuzCock, StevieY, JeffW, George, Tom Jones & His Woman
ILLITERATE MINDS
Becca, DaveM, Kyle, AlexT, GrahamN,
Johnny Rocket and Trigger, MichaelB, ChrisK and Paul

To come to the
recruitment
meeting on
Tues. Sept. 8th
at 6PM

www.sdsu.koalahq.com
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World Famous Koala Top 5’s
*We’re Back Bitches!
Top 5 Reasons Why Beastiality Is O.K.
1. That Dolphin was asking for it
2. A Mexican once told me so
3. It’s on the internet
4. It’s the opposite of a hate crime
5. It’s only humane to give the horse one last
blow job before the glue factory
Top Five Things Your RA Should Have Told
You But Never Will
1. The Mexican cleaning lady is great in bed
2.Study Lounge= STD Lounge
3.Pulling the fire alarm for the 5th time is still
as funny as the first time
4. Buy a vape
5. Smoke in cuic, anywhere
Top 5 Reasons You’re Reading this Right
Now
1. Your high on your first day of college
2. Your drunk on your first day of college
3. Years of the Koala just isnt enough
4. Your name looks like Chief BrownNig
5. The aztec makes for better toilet paper
Top Five Reasons I’d Rather Have a Wireless
Contract than a Girlfriend
1. Interuptions in service can be fixed with a
phone call
2. All my friends can play with my iphone and I
don’t have to worry about my dick falling off
3. You don’t have to feed your phone.
4. Your phone doesn’t get mad when you run
electricity through its body.
5. I dropped my phone off the 3rd story of Cuic,
and didn’t go to jail.
6. every two years you get a new upgrade
7. customer service doesn’t include talking to
her bitchy friends
8. You can push your phones buttons all you
want and it wont fight back
9.Phones are cheaper on craigslist
Top Five Differences if Weber were Chinese
1. 20% more opiates confiscated during Operation Sudden Fall
2. His beard would be five times longer
3. Way more hot chinese bitches who cant
speak english well.
4. Chipotle, las casitas, and trujillos would turn
into Yoshinoya Rice Bowl
5. Sarcastic response to every application,
“Oooh, stoner white person with B average in
high school. Oh yeah, we need another one of

them. Get dem, get dem.”
6.No parking problems: All spots two inches
narrower to support “Nissans Only” decree
7. Answer all scandals with hilarious “Me So
Sowwwwwy!
Top Five Reasons A White Chick With
Dreads Is the Perfect Girlfriend
1. Always good to have 2 drug dealers
2. White chick with dreads” is basically code
for “open relationship”
3. Waaaaaay better than a black chick with
dreads
4. The group of gypsies she lives with are always down for an orgy.
5. She always forgets you smoked her weed
6. She isn’t black
7. You can use them to tie her to a tree while
you’re in the store
8. This one can appreciate dumpster diving at
fancy restaurants, unlike your last three girlfriends
9. You can let her move in... to the backyard
and drink from the hose
Top Five Things The Iranian Girl Said Before She Was Shot
1. Don’t tase me, bro.
2. They’re probably not even loaded...
3. Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag
4. Equal rights! Equal Rights!
Top 5 Ways to Piss Off the Lesbian You’re
Grocery Shopping With
1. Put back five out of the seven cucumbers in
her cart
2. Show intense surprise when she starts to
peruse the nuts aisle
3. Ask her if latex gloves are considered lesbian
condoms
4. Keep slipping lube in her basket along with
Axe shower gel and aftershave
5. Remind her to buy pineapple juice to make
her taste ‘less dyke’
Top 5 Substitutes for licking nipples
1. Flick it.
2. Milk it.
3. Gentile massage.
4. Penile massage.
5. Glow-in-the-dark sticky hand her nipple

Top 5 Things to do other than come on Eileen
1. Put herpes on Eileen.
2. Fuck an elf on Eileen.
3. Rub a moist towelette on Eileen.
4. Go hyphy on Eileen.
5. Go all Obama on Eileen
6. Take a dump on Elieen
Top 5 Reasons To Fart In HIS Face While He
Munches Rug
1. It’s not like it’s going to smell any worse
down there.
2. That’s what he gets for begging for anal.
3. Because there is always a chance you may
get to play out your favorite scat fantasy.
4. Because a gag ball and tether just isn’t dominant enough
5. Warning shot to let him know your about to
shit on his face
6. You’re conditioning him to salivate for pussy
every time he smells a fart
7. because the Koala told you to
Top 5 Intoxicated Things to do at Disneyland
1. Fill the tea cups with beer
2. Scream: we’re coming in his mouth! as you
enter the whale on the pinnochio ride
3. Flash Mountain
4. Fuck. Everywhere.
5. Tell Woody you have one too
6. Act Asian
7. Put kool-aid in the fountains and yell that
Jesus has returned
Top 5 Reasons It Is Imperative to Kill
Whales Right Fucking Now!
1. To many D.G.’s walking around campus
2. If we don’t those fuckin Japs will, and I’ll be
damned if I let those Japs beat us again.
3. To stick it to the man.
4. Show God whose in control.
5. You ever tried to catch AND fuck a live
whale?
Top 5 Things To Do As The Plane Is About
To Crash
1. Raid that alcohol cart
2. As I smoke a blunt
3. While Fucking a stewardess
4. Who is eating out the other stewardess
5. That is preparing my parachute.

*Learn what an asterisk is dumbass.

Think you can do better?? We believe you. Join us. We will be the chillest motherfuckers with all the bitches sitting on the benches outside Louie’s Tuesday Sept. 8th at 6pm.
However, you must pass a preliminary Koala-approved written test with a 92% or better:
1) Have you ever molested freely in public? T or F
2) Sodomy: Yay or Nay
3) In a group situation, you:
a) sit and initiate the circle jerk
b) pass it to the left
c) throw glass bottles
d) all of the above, including a) only blindfolded
4) in 5000 words or more, please establish your stance on the marijuana legalization debate in MLA format:
ok that’s enough.
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THE KOALA DEBATES!
JACK-in-the-BOX TACOS
POINT/COUNTERPOINT
Jack-in-the-Box Tacos are two steaming slops of shit slime
worth the buck and therefore is up for debate since I’m feeling
hungry.

To buy:
• Point - It is a taco.
o Counterpoint - It is most definitely not a taco.
• Point - They are served 24 hours a day.
o Counter-point - You gotta hit the drive-through hammered to get
them after midnight.
• Point - You can pay hookers with them.
o Counter-point: They taste worse than the hooker.
• Point - They’re 2 for 99 cents and I’m fucking stoned.
o Counterpoint - Fucking tax makes it more than a dollar, of which I
only have one.

Not to buy:
• Point - They’re made by Jack-in-the-Box.
o Counterpoint - No, they’re still really made by Mexicans
• Point - It’s mystery meat.
o Counterpoint - Tacos are always mystery meat. I don’t see the
word “cow” in “carne asada”.
• Point - Each are wrapped in oily paper sleeve.
o Counter-Point: Wrappers easily recycled as pre-lubed condoms on
the cheap.
• Point - All tacos are deep-fried.
o Counter-Point: Hot oil scalding is only way to kill deadly e.coli
maximus bacteria present in all Jack in the Box food.
In the end, I guess it comes down to the question, how high am I?

join your fellow fisters on
twatter!

Hey girlfriends! Wanna vent about vaginas?
Do you want to share your snizz stories? Well
sign up for twAtter! The up-to-the-minute update on everything vaginal! Click your vag on!
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With twAtter, no longer
will pussies go unnoticed
until you’re drunk enough
to show them off. Vaginas
all over the world unite to
discuss who they’re doing, what’s inside them,
how they’re smelling and
more! Now, the OBGYN
will already know what
to do upon arrival, just by
lurking your page! Share
your vaginal wrath and
despair in vagina monoblogs, while posting a
picture via cell phone of
what your vagina sees at
that very moment! Meet
other muffs and divers through the live chat
link next to the tampon
pop-up ads and make
sure you donate to our
Save-the-World’s-Beavers
campaign! With twAtter,
we snatchs and cunts
can finally rant silently
online in order to relieve
the bleeding ears of the
male population. TwAtter:
changing the world one
queef at a time

Name

that

puss

y!
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Fuck that. I just put a Nuva Ring in my asshole. Helps me focus.
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Danny Burdge v. American Justice
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(aka How to Get Out of a Cavity Search)

On a night similar to the one you’re about to enjoy, Danny Burdge was thrust into jail under false pretenses. One cannot describe Danny Burdge to his full potential, yet
one can say he was a man full of life and knowledge concocted by numerous amounts of illegal substances and had a phobia complex about stepping on snails. He was one with
himself and that was too much for the American justice system to handle. After inhaling copious amounts of hash and marijuana, Danny stumbled out onto the streets with one
thought flowing through his intoxicated mind: I am God. God is me. That means God is everything, and consequently you are a small amount of God in a sea of Gods. Therefore,
each and every God of a being should be helped. At one AM, Danny thought up this scheme and decided that something must be done. With this notion, he exited his house on a
hunt to help people. Seems like a nice human being; I wouldn’t even mind asking for guidance myself from an offering and obviously high person at that hour, but I myself am
an offering and obviously high person as well.
After several attempts, it appeared that everyone thought he was crazy and the cops finally burst onto the scene. With lights flashing, blinding the retinas, Danny explained his God spiel and got cuffed almost immediately for being drunk in public. DRUNK IN PUBLIC. Now, even though I’m a doctor of journalism, I cannot diagnose the
cause of this arrest, although I am Danny’s doctor and I keep him on a strict regiment of pills. For anyone that has not consumed ANY alcohol should know that you can still get
arrested for simply being high in public and the savage pigs on the streets will lock you away forever. Danny Burdge remained calm in a pool of insanity that ensued until he was
locked into the drunk tank. There he realized, as a large man entered snapping his latex gloves, what was coming next. At that exact moment, he freaked out, waving his arms
like a banshee, bashing his head into the wall like a madman, and yelling like he was at a Metallica concert. It was quite a scene. As a result, the arresting officers concluded that
this man was conspicuously insane and 5150ed him into a looney bin. There, he remained polite and finished his mission of helping people by reading their rites while incarcerated inside the nuthouse. Afterwards, the charges were dropped, he was released, and his butthole had retained its V-card. Everyone in the world should know the example Danny
Burdge has made out of himself and learn from his quick thinking. The next time you are faced with a muscular and blatantly homosexual cop with a latex glove, you know what
to do.

THIS MONTH ON:

DEADLIEST CARTOON
BIG BIRD VS CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG
The match is set between Big Bird and Clifford the Big Red Dog
as well as their respective posses. With the combined powers of Count
von Count and Elmo, Big Bird appears to be outmatched by Clifford and
his friends T-Bone and Cleo.
Round 1: The match begins with Clifford attempting to curb-stomp Big
Bird and the rest of his Sesame Street Crew. Big Bird takes flight, circling
the twent-five-foot tall Clifford. His eyes more oddly colored and dilated
than usual, the PCP is starting to take effect. Surprisingly, a left hook/
right uppercut combo appears to have Clifford down for the count (not to
be confused with The Count). Big Bird's foolishness dangers him as he
lands and is quickly eaten by T-Bone. Big Bird starts escaping and Cleo
quickly rushes to the rescue. Unfortunately, she's a bitch and good for
nothing.
Round 2: Count von Count helps Big Bird as he escapes. But OH NO,
- The tables have turned on Big Bird yet again, leaving him with only
Elmo joins his Blood brother, Clifford.
Count von Count by his side. Luckily, The Count sucks the blood right out of Clifford and Elmo, and T-Bone
is killed in a 2 vs. 1 beat down. Deflated, Clifford is weakened and appears to be finished as Big Bird lands
his crushing one-two combo.
Round 3: Clifford, thought weakened, uses his size to suppress Big Bird one last time. Big Bird appears to
be done, but nobody should ever underestimate a good dose of PCP. Screaming “no mortal can stop me” like
Dewey Cox, Big Bird goes into a frenzy killing all around him. Though his fellow muppets have died, Clifford the Big Red Dog is defeated!
Unfortunately for Big Bird, several men in red clothing with baseball bats and silenced semi-automatics
make sure Big Bird is never seen again.

NEXT MONTH ON: DEADLIEST CARTOON

JERRY VS SPEEDY GONZALEZ (AND 33 MEXI-COUSINS)

MICHAEL JACKSON IS ALIVE

...through his music that he has left for us to enjoy forever. The Koala pays its’
respects by leaking to the world his post-death album “No Child Left Behind.”
With classic hits such as “Beat It Off” and “The Way You Make Me Feel In
Bed”, it is not a question that this epic album will reach number one in no time.
Also listed is “Billie’s Jeans”, “Don’t Stop ‘til You Get Enough of My Cock in
Your Ass”, and the never-before-released original version of “Thriller” dubbed
MJ’s biographical confession “Raper.” Now please, grab a small child by the
waist and enjoy Michael Jackson’s last hit song:

RAPER (aka P.retty Y.oung B.oy)
It’s close to midnight
And something evil’s lurking in the dark...
Under the moonlight
Why can’t your parents just take you to the park?
You try to scream!
But Terror takes the sound before you make it.
Is this a dream?
Holy shit, how in the hell did you get naked?
You’re paralyzed...
Cause he’s a rapist, rapist Mike
And you better not drink from the cup you saw him spike
Cause he’s a rapist, rapist Mike
You don’t have to kiss old men that buy you mountain bikes
You hear the door slam!
And realize mom and dad have left you here again
You feel the gloved hand
And wonder if you’ll ever be right in the head
Don’t close your eyes
Cause that’s when perverts often make their move
Ignore the lies
You’re eight, can’t wait for instincts to improve
You’re out of time!!
Cause he’s a rapist, rapist Mike
There ain’t no second chance, hurry up kid, you have to get wise
Rapist, rapist Mike

Kick him, bite him, run away, or put on a disguise

This is a Paid Advertisement
And you should patronize their business:

Like Getting Trashed, Wasted, & Drunk
in PB? Don’t want to drive? Take our
bus & get NO COVER VIP at PB Bar & Grill,
Moondoggies, BarWest & Typhoon!!!

Koala Personals
Hey you fucking noobs, this is the Koala personals page. The way this works is you send in whatever half-baked thought crosses your mind. Got a
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score to settle with the cripple’s wheelchair making too much noise, send it in. Want to finally tell the 250 pound chica in the front row that your into
BBW. Just head over to www.sdsu.koalahq.com and your thoughts could appear here next issue.
creationist girlwtf. stop arguing with the professor. you are
stupid.
- 21st century
i’m heavy with male jelly.
Andy K - No, you can’t take a dump on my chest.
Fuck you for asking.
-Hmph
I got herpes!!! Sorority bitches lets fuck. Btw
when r u sluty girls going to get bigger boobs.
Implants on a size C is NOT implants!
to the guy that wrote about ADX in the last issue:
GOD IS WATCHING and you are going to burn
in hell you fucking pig!!!
getting ass raped by a koala has a pleasurable
pain to it.
carolyn marshall... youre orange and youre eyebrows are so plucked you always look surprised.
not attractive
Aphi’s are insecure gross looking sluts. Theta
love...s dick in their mouth. AchiO are anorexic
coke whores ALL OF YOU ARE WORTHLESS VAGINAS WITH MOUTHS WHO WILL
NEVER DO ANYTHING WITH THEIR LIVES
BESIDES CONTRACT STDs. go snort more
coke off frat cocks whores
TO the Koala staff member with swine flu:
FUCK YOU
thanks for my theraflu.
To Nat Mckenna,
if dicks could fly, you’d be an airport.
Sincerely, the air traffic controller
Ben Jaderstrom
Nobody was creeping on you.
we just hurd you strokin it and thought you were
having a seizure
to all freshmen. This will be a year of firsts for
you pubescent little fucks. So listen up. This year
you will have your first fuck, your first gay fuck,
your first gang bang, your first rape ( you can
be the rapist or the rapee), and your first Koala.
The Koala will alter everything you thought you
knew to be fact. You will wanna play sloshball
and you will probably end up wipping your ass
w/ the daily Aztec. Welcome to SDSU mothafuckers!!!
My dearest Koala,
Is it a coincidence that everytime you pass out a
new issue there seems to be hundreds of new students and their parents touring campus for the
first time? When I see the looks on their faces, I
get wet.
to the sexy ass tall sorority in my acctg 201 class.
everytime i see you walk into class i fantasize
about one day giving you the best fuck in your
life in front of class and sucking your big titties.
sincerely sexy latin boy
Kelly, I stole your panties for a good whiff.
-PROUD CREEPER
why does anyone think kacy snodgrass is hot? if
it wasnt for her ass i wouldnt look twice at that
skinny sunken faced bag of whore
jordan howard youre the skankiest skank who
ever skanked. die... or change your face so i dont
want to kick it every time i see you

sandy vag,
your pussy is fuckin rank. it legitametly smells
like licorice dogshit sprinked with cilantro. its
also hairy as fuck. how the fuck do u get around
so much? id rather eat a pile of mike tysons socks
after he jizzed in them, wore them, and then
rowboated in a river of horse piss. i will not fuck
you again unless you shave that shit and wash
it thouroughly with bleach and then dabble it
with a hint of eucalyptus. you owe me a bottle if
airfreshener you grubby slut.
Dear Koala,
I was in New York and saw this comedian.
I’m pretty sure he is having someone at SDSU
mail him your papers and creating his standup
routine based on rape, bashing retards, faggots,
and whorish women.
AndyPicarro.com
Check it
to the sexy ass tall sorority in my acctg 201 class.
everytime i see you walk into class i fantasize
about one day giving you the best fuck in your
life in front of class and sucking your big titties.
sincerely sexy latin boy
Dear hot skateboarder who was in Econ 102.
Every day, my friend and I see you riding your
sexy extra long board ;) and want to gang bang
your brains out. In class we dream of fucking you
as ride.
If we see you again, we’ll follow you home and
make your horniest dreams come true.
Love the two totally straight but turned on boys
from the floor above you in Tacuba!
to my hottie chem ta. i want to fuck you so bad.
I come in class and sit in the front cause of you.
Lets just fuck. I will give you herpes if you fuck
me tony. i want u to be my doctor.
Dear Bryan aka Dumbass,
Your penis felt like a toe in my vag. You almost
got me infected with that toenail feeling thing on
your peen. Also, you have a penis shaped head
and your face looks like a rank dick. Good luck
to any other girl you fuck.
XOXO, The Girl Who Never Orgasmed
Dear Kara Mannion, I have been staring at your
ass for days now and all i want, is to put my cock
in it. Then pull it out and have you suck it till I
bust all over your huge tits.
Dear tall whore who lives in Piedra,
Stop thinking you’re 18 and whoring yourself
around with every man that exists. Even your
roommates hate you. Learn this thing called
pride and get over the fact that you have shitty
parents you miserable skank.
Love, close, not creepy, observer
carolyn marshall... youre orange and youre eyebrows are so plucked you always look surprised.
not attractive
Dear president Weber,
i wanted to let you know that your intend to turn
SDSU into a rich international college filled with
different student from evrywhere who live for
studies is a BIG FAIL.
The only thing i learned here in one year is to
GET HIGH EVRY FUKIN DAY INSTEAD OF
GOING TO CLASS.
So the only thing i am gonna soread when i am
back in France is californian weed!!!
Thanks a lot, and long live California.
-The french international student SDSU turned
into a stoner

whyyyy whyyyyy whyyyyyy must i have an obsession with giving girls facials????
yaoi is fuckin’ awesome, fanboys and fangirls
unite!
Jeanetta- you are hot as fuck and any guy
who is lucky enough to get with you is fuckin’
LUCKY!!!
-Not lucky :(
kendall fucking spice,
every time i see you, i want to fuck the shit out of
your perfectly huge titties. when are we going to
fuck each other? how about right nowww! i cant
wait any longer.
love,
your best friend.
Who cares if Michael Jackson molested children?
He fucking wrote thriller. After that, molested
children are just spilled milk.
Judd Apatow, Adam Sandler, Seth Rogen, and
the rest of you “Funny PEople”
That shit wasn’t funny.... at all.
Read the Koala you wanna be jews.
You are no longer funny sell outs.
OBAMA,
YOUR A NIGGER.
WAY TO GO ON FULFILLING THE STEREOTYPE.
YOU LIE, STEAL FROM RICH PEOPLE, AND
DESERVE TO DIE.
DON’T COME TO SAN DIEGO.

Dear fat lesbian bitch!
Im sitting here in RWS 200 on a friday in
college square room 204 on top of pita pit
and everytime you share something with the
class I want to cut my ears off cause your
voice makes me sick. You sound like you
constantly have a mouth full of cum that you
never swallow. I talked to the guy sitting next
to me and he feels the same way. So I decided
to tell the koala about how annoying you are.
If your reading this please never speak out
loud in RWS again because its fucking annoying.
Yours Truly,
Your fellow RWS student who thinks your a
bitch!
Dear Blue Poles,
Why must you foil my devious plots every
time?
- Night Stalker

Picture of the Month
The Koala wants to give readers like YOU the
chance to get extra personal with your fellow
students. Please start sending in your damning
photos and it might be featured right here on the
personals page. Send in your defacating pictures to crazykoalapics@gmail.com

